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Curricular Code Committee Minutes
06/27/23

Contest: Soil and Land Evaluation

Chairperson: Tyler Dickinson

Secretary: Anna Allen

Call to Order: Tyler Dickinson @ 12:03pm

ACTION: Provide a summary of the main discussion points for each agenda item. Include
any decisions, resolutions, or actions taken by the group. Attribute statements or decisions to the
appropriate individuals or groups
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Mark DeBernardi (Santa Maria)
Tyler Dickinson (Pioneer Valley)
Anna Allen (Strathmore)
Gena Hasson (Chino-Son Lugo)
Meghan Schritchfield (Surprise Valley)
Riley Hirenge (Butte Valley)

Tyler: There were 7 teams at Fresno State and 5 Teams at Cal Poly. For sake of saving contest from ending up
on probation, it would be a good idea to make Cal Poly the ONLY state finals and remove Fresno State as a
co-state final. Idea is to help recruit more teams to participate in the state final contest if there is only one.

Gena: Why was contest finals split to begin?
Mark: History was that there was it was unfair to prevent one competitive school from winning all of the time.
Has not (in his experience) not changed results.

Tyler: Other proposed change to clean up verbage
Mark: Motion to make soil nd land evolution contest to have a single state final with the recommendation to
host it at Cal Poly SLO.
Gena Second
No discussion, motion approved

Second change verbiage.

Meghan: I move to amend the Tie Breaker section to remove
“For state team championship the combined pit scores will be used:

Gena second
Motion approved

Meghan: I move to amend under the Rules, Section XIV Scoring: delete sub-section A and delete first
paragraph of sub-section B and amend the second paragraph of sub-section B to strike out “two” and the “s” at
the end of the word “contests.”
Mark: second
No discussion other than clarifying questions, motion approved.

Anna: I move to align the changes with the new Judging Card scorecard and be included in the Official Soil
and Land Evaluation Manual
Meghan: Second
No discussion, motion approved

Gena: I move to adjourn Soil and Land Curricular Code meeting.
Riley: second
No discussion, motion approved
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Adjournment: 12:45pm
Tyler Dickinson
Anna Allen


